
HANDS OF GRACE 
COMMUNITY 

A COMMUNITY BASED CHRISTIAN ORGANIZATION THAT SEEKS TO PROVIDE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO THE MOST VULNERABLE MEMBERS OF SOCIETY FROM 
ALL BACKGROUNDS TO MEET THERE FULL POTENTIAL BY GODS PLAN 



Our Logo  



OUR STORY 

u  After realizing the plight of our community members where most of us have been raised in the 
slums of Nairobi and by Gods grace got an education, we decided to do something to help the 
most vulnerable amongst us and in 2016 we came together as a group of 4 initially after we 
couldn’t get any jobs even after graduating, then officially registered in 2019 as a community 
organization{see cert attached}.  

u  So we started offering free counselling services and empowerment speeches to the youths, it 
quickly grew to the girls, women, men 

u   and people living with disabilities aswell seeking our help. We discovered a trend of many broken 
families. 

u  We started  program in partnership with communities in reaching them out and training them in 
different trainings and teachings in Gender ideology and life issues choosing life, sexual purity and 
the dangers of youths engaging in ponorgraphy, training men leaders mainly on the importance 
of pursuing purity more especially training the youths and teen mothers in the communities  
through imitating our Lord Jesus christ which helped a lot however many men,youths and the 
teens including those that have droped out from schools cannot access this online trainings on a 
weekly basis hence the need of more resources financial support and materials  to help train and 
create a good lasting relationship with this ones in the community to create an impact in there 
lifes by equipping them and training them  across the nation of kenya and East Africa  



Our official registration certificate 



SEEKING FOR PARTERNISHIP 

As a youth leader who has been so influncial in reaching out many youths in this slums of Kibera, mathare, kawangware, 
kangemi, korogocho we have a lot of slums in Nairobi and this is where we are led by God to see how we can impact and 
transform the lifes of many youths majority are into drugs and they are under influence of drug substance and this is our mandate 
to reach out to them and train them to be responsible and accountable by living according to christ . We need to impact many 
and rembember they are the generation of tomorrow and we need to raise them in Gods ways . 

u  We believe in God created them in his own image and so we want to be frequently and periodically help to train them in 
gender ideology as we have always been doing this in different  communities and schools to train and equip them , so we 
need materials also offer them education and be able to offer food for this families and train them in business skills 
according to their potentials and God given abilities . 

u  We are targeting to equip all youths across kenya and Uganda so we need to tain the trainers of trainers who will be able to 
train others in schools and communities across East Africa. We need a frateternity of your community brother Antonio to help 
support this noble cause . We also appreciate the famiglia family for the continued support and help for the past 7 months 
that has really helped us in reaching out to families and communities in offering food and materials for this trainings to be 
necessary and a success. We are proposing to you Brother Antonio that if we can get a basket created specifically for 
training  and equipping many in this communities and share love of Jesus and Marry by offering food for six months ato 
families in need and train them to save to be able to do business to surstain there families and be able to support other 
families .   

  

u  We are an independent community organization led by the six of us with specific emphasis on different departments shown 
in brackets namely Xavier Mpanga {group leader/Chairperson Phyllis Mukasa {M/S information Science, Director} Geofrey 
Walimbwa {Group Treasurer} Board member) Lawrence Mashati {Group Secretary General. Nabulo Pauline aadministrator , 
Patrick omollo advisor , rosie nasaka field social worker 



Part of our main team 



Food relief 



training 



Thank you 

u  We would like to thank you for the orpportunity to indulge us in the 
quest to touch lives of many youths in this communities who are 
overwhelming and that there is a great need to not only support 
them but also train and equip them in the trainings of gender 
ideology and life pertaining issues  

  

u  We look forward to touching base with you and sharing more on 
what we can do together as a team now even as we wait to here 
from you. 


